
~ May 14th, 1914. 

MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL CLOCKS. 

(By A. W. TOURNAY -HINDE.) 

In February of the present year the author was asked 
by the Council of this Association if he could furnish a 
paper to fill a gap that had been caused by the with
drawal of a treatise that was to have been presented to 
you 'at this meeting. At that time a controversy was in 
progress in the columns of the "Sydney Morning 

. Herald " as to whether our public clocks and methods 
of showing time were not ,somewhat " behil;td the times." 
.As for many years past the author had taken a very 
great interest in the mechanical side of Horology, purely 
a,s -an amateur hobby, he thought that it might possibly 
prove interesting to the members of this Association if 
he were to r epeat a lecture on the subject that, as P resi
dent of the Northern Engineering Institute of N.S.W., he 
had ,the privilege of delivering to that body. 

Engineers were always interested in mechanical con
t rivances, and clocks, although they were not generally 
looked upon as machines, were machines, nevertheless. 

They were, moreover, machines in which accuracy of 
construction was of prime importance, if they were t o 
fu1fi1 their intended functions properly, and a vast 
amount ,of ingenuity had been hown tby many fine master 
minds in bringing Clockwork Mechanisms to their present 
perfection. Doubtless many of those present had, at 
some time or another, attempted the repair. or cleaning 
of a househo~d clock that r efused to go, with more or 
less success, and if any information that the author could 
impart proved of assistance, he would feel to 'a large 
extent repaid. It was, however , to the larger question 
of the accurate timekeeping of our public clocks that 
he intended to r efer more particularly, but before 
doing so proposed t o roughly review the history of clock 
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and watch making up to the present t ime, and t o then 
deal with the more recent systems orpublic timekeeping 
by means of electric clocks. 

Although clock mechanisms appeared to be compara
tively simple to the casual observer, there was mu ch in 
connection with the subj ect that was really complex, 
especially when dealing with the question of compensat
ing the errors of p endulums, ibalanc.e wheels, and hair 
springs. These matters, however, concerIlJed the ' horolo
gist and clockmaker, and the author proposed to deal 
with the subject as far a's possible from a n engineer's 
point of view, and confine the paper t o a' record of what 
had been done and touch lightly upon what it was pos- , 
sible to do in connection with clocks and public time
keeping. 

The origin of clocks and clockwork was involved in 
great obscurity, n otwithstanding the stat~ments made 
by many yvriters that clocks (horologia) were in use as 
early as t he 9th Century, and that they were then in
vented by an Archdeacon of Verona, named Pacificus. 
1.'here appeared to be no direct evidence that they were 
machin e at all resembling those which had been in use 
for the past five or six centuries. But it might be in
ferred from various a llusions in the old writings of the 
12th Century t o horologiuDlS (clocks), ,and to the fact 
of their \Striking spontaneously, that genuine clocks 
existed then. 

In the 13th Century there was a record showing that 
a clock was sent by the Sultan of Egypt to the E mperor 
Frederick II. This record stated that the clock " Re
sembled a celestial globe, in which the sun, moon, and 
planets moved, being impelled by weights and wheels, 
so that they pointec. out the hour day and night with 
certainty. " 

A clock was erected in a former clock tower at West
minster, London, with Bome great bells, in 1288, and his
tory ays it was paid for out of a fine imposed upon a 
corrupt Chief J ustice, and that later on the bells were 
gam'bled away by H enry VIII. 
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In 1292 a clock was m ntioned as existing at Canter
bury Cathedral whi ch cost £30. 

At St. Albans, an abbot named R. Walljngford was 
aid t o have made a clock 'showing various astronomical 

phenomena, and the record states that there .was not such 
.an one in all Europe. 

I n 1876 a clock was exhibited at the Scientific Exhibi
tion in London of that year. It bore the date 1348, and 
it came from Dover Castle. The clock ~as in working 
order, and wa'3 g'oing during the exhibition, although, by 
t he date on it, it was then no less than 528 years old. 
This clock, the author believed, was now in the So"uth 
Kensington Musenm, London. 

A few notes relative to the systeID.& of measuring time 
.might be {!onsidered, and of these the most ancient 'and 
most obvious method was Solar Time. It wa's marked hy 
the d iurnal revolution of the earth in relation to the sun . 
Uncivilised tribes used the appearance of the sun ' each 
-day as a means of marking off periods O'f time, and the 
.approximate monthly period of full moon for longer 
perioQ.s. 

With civilised races the a.ppearance of the sun right 
ovethead indicated midday. The un did not appear at 
its greatest height above the horizon at regular periods, 
.and if the arrival of the sun at this position was checked 
by a mechanical timekeeper, such as a chron ometer or 
g ood clock, it would ,be found that midday or the greatest 
height of the sun above the horizon was sometime.;; 16 
minutes 18 seconds sooner, and at others 14 minutes 28 
.seconds later, than 12 o 'clock mean time. The diurnal 
revolution of the earth might naturally be supposed t o 
bring' each place to the meridian at equal periods. This 
would be the case if the earth had no other movement 
bnt its rotation upon its axis. But as the earth revolved 
it advanced at the same time in its orbit, and as the 
.meridians were not perpendicular to the ecliptic, the days 
wer e not of equal duration. "True time " and "Mean 
time," the latter of which was the time in evetyday use. 
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only c:>incided about the 25th December, 15th April, 14th 
J une, and~ 31st August. These dates even changed, be
cause the two points in t he earth' orbit in wJllch it wasc 
at its greatest and least distance from the sun moved 
forward 12secs. of a degree every year, and the equi
noctial and solstital points 50secs. of a degree back
ward. 

idereal Time .was also mea,sur ed by t he diurnal revo
lution of the earth, which t urned on it·s axis, n ot in 24· 
hours as was popularly 'supposed, but in 23 hours 56· 
minutes 4.1 seconds. A star would, therefore, always. 
appear at the meridian a'bout 9 minutes 56 secon ds sooner ' 
than it did on a preceding day. 'fbis fact afforded an 
easy method f or anyone to check the r at e of a clock 01'

watch. Choose a window having a nor thern aspect, from 
which the steeple of a chur ch, a chimney, or some other 
fixed point can be seen. At tach a ·card to the winaow, 
with a small hole in it, so that by looking through the
hole one of the fixed stars (n ot a planet) can be seen to 
disappear behind the chimney. Note the time by .your
watch, and on the following night the same star will dis
appear 3 minutes 56 seconds (nearly four minutes) 
earlier. Say that the t ime of disapp ear ance of the star
was ten minutes to eight on the night the first observa
tion was made, the next night the s t ar should diBappear
at 13 minut es 56 seconds to eight, if t he rate of the watch' 
be correct. 

un Dials were one of tne earliest methods of record
ing time, and the pattern, with a vertical dial, was com
mon on many old buildings 

Another form of sun dial wa,s the one with a horizontal 
dial, a specimen of which could 'be seen in the Botanicall 
Garden, and another in Hyde Park, Sydn ey. 

un dials 'o:Qly show sun time-that is, they were some
thn as much a a quarter of 'an h our fast or slow as.. 
(lompared with mean time or clock time. 
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A form of sun dial that had recently been produced 
-was Homan's Solar Chronometer, and the author was in-
-debted to one of your worthy past Presidents, Mr: J. L. 
C. Rae, for bringing it under his notice. Its principal 
feature was that, by an ingenious me~hod of adjusting 
the dial t o suit the date, this sun dial gave r eadings in 
." Mean Time" in tead of Solar Time. In small commu
nities, such ,as on some of the islands in the Atlantic or 
'Pacific, where a regular opservatory could n ot be main
·t ained, these 'sun dials had been found very serviceable. 

We now come to clocks-that is, M~chanical Clocks 
proper: Generally speaking, a clock consi ted of' a train 

·of wheels driven by a spring or a weight, and the train 
was permitted to run down at a fixed rate t o correspond 
10 mean time. In t he case of a clock, this rate was deter-
mined by the pendulum, and before pr oceeding tCI de-. , . 
~cribe the various means used to drive clock pendulums 
the author proposed to show how a pendulum controis 
t he clock's going, so that more or less correct time was 
'shown by the hands connected to the wheel work. 

The claim to the invention of the pendulum, like the 
-claim to many inventions of note, was disputed. It was 
pr obably made by many person~ at the one time, when 
the condition of 'science had become ripe for it. , The 
-discovery of the property of isochronism in a pendulum, 
viz., i ts ability to vibrate varying lengths of arc in prac
tically the same time was commonly, attributed to Galileo, 
-who n oticed the phenomenon in a chandelier suspended 
by ·a long chain in a church at Florence. There ap
j>eared, howeevr, little doubt t hat Huyghens was the first 
w ho mathematically investigated, and, therefore, really 
Jrnew the t rue properties of a pendulum, which coulp. 
n ow be f ound explained in any mathematical book on 
mechanics. He discovered that if a simple or ideal pen
-dulum, viz., a sphere suspended by a cord having no 
weight, can be made to describe, not a circle, but a cycloid, 
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of which t he cord would be the radius of curvature at 
the lowest p oint, all i ts vibrations, h owever much they 
might vary in t he length of arc, would be performed in 
the same interval of t ime. 

The author then gave -a very entertaining resume of the· 
hI tory of watch and clock mechanisms, from the earliest 
examples of t:Q.e art up to the present day. His r emarks 
were illustrated by a large number of very interest ing' 
lantern slides, showing various forms of pendulum com
pensation, and ~etails of the gradual development of the· 
various escapements, and other parts. Views were also 
shown of the interior of a modern Swiss watch factory, 
the author p ointing out that it was one of the few cases. 
where, in a factory turning out a mechanical appliance,. 
all the operatives were sitting, and not standing. 

All the mechanical devices that have so far been de
scribed depend for their operation on the energy given 
up by falling weights, or the gradual release ' of stressed 
springs. .As far back a 1840, notwithstanding the limited 
knowledge then available of electricity, a man named 
Alexander Bain produced a clock driven electrically. 
There have been numerous inventors who have endea
voured by various means to automatically elect rically re
wind a spring connected with the clock gear at short 
periodical interval , so as to avoid hand winding, but 
Alexander Bain must be considered as the originator of 
the meth od most usually adopted in connection with 
electric clocks at t he present day, viz., instead of the pen
dulum being driven by the clock train, he drove the pen
dulum by means of an electric magnet, and in turn caused 
the pendulum to drive the clock. Owing, however, to
the limited knowledge at that time as to how satisractory 
electrical contacts should be made without interfering 
with the natural action of the pendulum, Bain '8 clock 
was not as reliable a the ordinary weight or spring
driven clock, and did not come into use. 
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About 1856 F ouC'ault suggested a method of making It 

more reliable contact, without interfering with the swing
ing pendulum. Dr. Hipp about this t ime, using Fou
cault's idea, evolved a satisfactory method of making 
an electrical C'ontact for driving a pendulum, in such a 
manner as not to seriously interfere with the aciiun of 
the pendulum, and this principle, with various slight 
modifications, "\fas perhaps more u ed that any other in 
connection with primary electrical clocks. The escape
ment originally was known as Hipp's E lectric Escape
ment. Mr. T. J . Murday had given a great deal of atten
tion to thi form of e capement, and had designed and 
patented many modifications of it during the last twenty 
years. One very valua~le feature of the escapement 
was its governing property, viz., its ability to maintain 
the pendclum swinging over a practically cpnstant arc. 
thereby ensuring good timekeeping. 

In this case the pendulum was driven by the impulse 
given "by an electric magnet, and the swinging pendulum 
coUld -be used either t o drive a clock thr ough the neces
sary gear; or merely to actuate a small wheel, which 
made a complete revolution every haM' minute, and once 
during every revolution made an independent electric 
contact and "sent a current througl]. a number of dials in 
series. The dials were fitted at the back with a step by 
step electro-magnetic mechani m, which, when actuated 
by the current, advanced the hands of each of the aials 
half a minute. 

An interesting and simple variation of this idea of 
electrically maintaining the swing of a pendulum for the 
purpose of driving a clock was t o be found in a device 
by H erbert Scott. 

In both the devices just referred to the strength of 
the impulse imparted t o the pendulum depended on the 
strength of the current, and as the battery (if one be 
u ed) gradually failed in the course of time, the impulses 
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gradually become weak er. This was by some considered 
a defect. If the matter was given a little attention, how
ever, the defect, if it was one, hardly exist ed, as, although 
the strength of the impulse might gradually become 
smaller, it must, on account of the governing property 
of the device, occur more frequently, and, t herefore, the 
energy actually delivered to the pendulum ,practically 
r emains constant. 

Through the courtesy of Messrs. Pr~uds, Ltd., the 
author was able · to exhibit several forms of Mr. T. J. 
Murday's lat est modification of the Hipp Electric 
Escapement. It would be noticed that in some cases, 
instead of the impulse being imparted t o the penJulum 
solely by magnetic pull, Mr. Murday made use of a lever 
pivotted about its centre, which carried at one end of it 
an armature and at the other a small wheel, the whole 
arr angement being so contrived that the pull of the 
armature to the magnet depressed the end of the lever 
carrying the small wheel, which latter struck an impulse 
pailet attached t o the pendulum. Mr. Murday informed 
me that he considered this a better method than relying 
on the magnetic pull. 

Although reference had only been made to pendulums 
operated electrically, ,many of the devices referred to 
were also used to drive balance wheels,. similar to those 
used in watches, but made on a much larger scale, a 
notable example of this being the" Eureka" 'Clock, which 
could now be purchased at ·almost any clock dealer's 
shop. In this ca e also the balance wheel drove the train 
.of wheels that oper ated the hands. 

Other inventors, following on the lines of the ~avity 

dock escapements, have produced various devices lor 
electrically driving a pendulum by similar means, viz., 
the small weight that directly drove the pendulum was 
lifted electrically instead m by the clock gear, and the 
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;pendulum in turn drove t he clock. The earliest of thE-se 
devices 'was by Shephsrd, of H endon, England, who :n
s talled a 'self-wound clock of this type in the Greenwich 
-Observatory in 1852. Other similar devices followell, 
yiz., by Froment, of P aris, who sho~ed a clock so con
trolled at the Paris E xhibition in 1855. Similar inven
t ions were those of Houdin-Detouche, Geist, and others. 

About 1897 Hope-Jones and Bowell brought out an im
p roved form of electric gravity escapement, very similar 
in appearance to the three-legged gravity e capement of 
D enis on. L ater on this device was modified so that, in
s t ead of the gravity arm giving an impulse to the pen
-dulum every swing, the arm was supported on a catch 
and r eleased at every thirtieth swing, or, in other words, 
.every half minute, thus greatly simplifying the me
.chanism . . The' gravity arm was replaced on its suppor t 
(ready ~o give the next impulse) electrically; and "the 
same current that actuated the magnet that replaced the 
gravity arm, also traversed the series of dials in circ¢t 
w ith the clock, and 'moved forward the hands. This 
method was now known as the Synchronome System, 
after the name of the ompany responsible for exploiting 
it. 

In January, 1912, Mr. W. H. Shortt, A.M.l.C.R., de
scribed, in a lecture given before the British Horological 
Institution, an ingeniously modified form of t he "Syn
chronome" Switch, to which he gave the name of "Inertia 
E scapement." It was designed for the use of Observatorie 
-or other p laces where very . accurate timekeeping was 
essential, and where it wa usually necessary to record 
the vibration of the pendulum second by second, instead 
-of every half minute. It is to some extent a reversion to 
the older electrical forms of gravity escapement, but with 
one very prominent difference . • In the older f orms of 
.gravity escapement the strength of the impulse given to 
the pendulum was nominally constant; this would be 
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alright if all the other factors cont'r olling th e swinging 
of a pendulum were also constant. As a matter .of fact, 
they are n ot; and taking one distu rbing fact or alone, viz., 
that of variations in bar ometr ical pressure, a pendulum 
impelled by impul es of constant strength vibrated over 
a wider arc when the barometer wa low than it did 
when the barometer was high, as wa p ointed out during 
the discussion on pen dulums earlier in the lecture. In 
Mr. hortt's mechanism he proposed to overcome thi 
defect by artificially loading the shaft or r ocker carrying 
the gravity arm, thereby giving it an additional amount 
of inertia, so that the speed at which the gravity arm 

descended was not that due to gravity alone. Th e im
pulse to the pendulum was given at every vibrat~on, but 
the duration of the impulse varied, for when the pendu
lum was inclined to swing through a longer arc due to 
lessened air friction, 'owing to the lowering of the baro

meter or other cause , it-a spee'd through the air was 
greater ~han when performing horter arcs. The dura
t ion of the impul e wa , therefore, shorter when the speea 
was higher, and longer when the speed was slower , 
ther eby automatically ten ding t o keep the ar c of oscilla

t ion 0.£ the pendulum constant. At the lecture referred 
t o Mr . Shortt showed that when the. length· of the are 
was artificially increased beyond the ~ormal, t he p eed 
of the pendulum, when passing the impulse point, became 
so fast, t hat the impulse lever in falling failed t o hit the 
pallet wheel, showing that when t he arc through W;hich 
the pendulum swing.s was too long, n o impulse was r e
ceived. On the other hand, ith a very small ar c the 
speed of the pendulum was so slow that the impulse lever 
was practiclllJy driving the pendulum throughout tp.e arc. 
This modification of the Synchronome Switch gave it 
somewhat similar governing properties t o that possessed 
by the Hipp and Murday E lectric Escapemen~s pre
viously described. 
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To such a degree of accuracy had these methods of driv

ing pendulums electrically been brought, that pendulums 

can now be construct ed to operat e with an error of not 

more t han 1 in 1,000,000, or, in other wor ds, they do n ot 

vary from mean time by mor e than 1/12 of a second per 

day, or about 1:/h minutes per year. 

These two or three examples of electrically operat ed 
. clock wete sufficient t o show the advance that had been 

made in the subj ect. There were many other electrical 
clocks regularly manufactured in Europe, but time did 
not permit of .a .full description of them. In some cases 
the makers used a weight-driven clock as the master 
clock, and caused it to 'send out half-minute electrical im
pulses to control the outside dials. An example of this 

arrangement was that of Grau-Wagner, of Wiesbaden . 
In this system the electrical impulses sent out were 
alternating in character~that is to say, the current 
at each impul e was opposite in direction, and the 
mechanism for moving ' the hands of the dials con

si ted of a small polarised alternating current motor, 

that made a half revolution forward at each im
pulse. Mr. G.' B. Bowell had also devi'sed a motor forlLl 
of dial movement in which the haM-minute impulse cur
r ents, which in t his case were not alternating, but were 

in the one direction, actuat ed a very simple form of 
p olari ed motor. 

The ability to satisfactorily operate a clock electrically 
presented many advantages. It was no longer necessary 

in large establishments, Railway Systems, and Public 
P lace , to separately wind and regulate and to keep in 

r epair each individual clock. One electrically-driven 
pendulum which was located in a quiet, suitable po ition, 
such as in a cellar, as near mother earth as po ible, and 
away from vibration, dirt, and other disturbing causes, 
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-could operate a large number of dial.;;, all of which showed 
the same time, and were of so simple a character in their 
mechanism that they hardly r equired any attention. 

In the principal cities of Europe and America, many 
·ct which were smaller than Sydney and Melbourne, there 
wer~ Companies who supplied the correct time by means 
of hourly time signals sent out electrically. The various. 
:sets of electrical clock.;;, or even the old-fashioned spring 
-or weight driven clock, if connected to the Time Com
pany 's Circuit, could be synchronised hourly. Consid
-ering the size and p opulation of Sydney . or Melbourne, 
i.t seemed an anomaly that, up to the present time, prac
tically very little had been done to bring about such a 
lSy tem of Time Control of our publi~ and other import
-ant clocks. So fur back -as 1874 the Standard 'rime 
Company of London have sent our hourly impulses 
in all directions from their Central tation m 
'Queen Victoria treet, London, for the purpose of 

ynchronising clocks. The W estern Union Tele-
graph Company also sent out hour ly synchronising 
-currents to all parts of the United States. In Berlin 
there was the excellent similar institution of the Normal 
Zeit Gesellschaft, whose service was so arranged that it 
included· a "reporting back" system, so that each dock 
reported it.;; performance back to the Central Station. 

This method of reporting back was first developed by 
Mr. Murday for the Standard Time Company of Lo~don, 
.and afterwards adopted by the Normal Zeit Gesellschaft. 

The mechanical Turret clock, with its heavy barrels, 
ropes and driving weigh~s, and its pendulum, situated in 
t he tower or upper part of Public or other building_" 
where the clock was · subject to all the conditions that 
usually militate against satisfactory timek~eping, hould 
be considered as -a relic of the past. Electrically operated 
dials, since they were not disturbed by the conditions 
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mentioned, could be placed anywhere, and the current 
impulses for correctly operating these dials furnished 
either by a master clock in the basement of the building r 

erected there for th,at purpose, or they could receive cur
r ent from any electrical half-minute time system that was· 
to hand. 

In the short time available the ub ject had n ce arily 
been <treated in a very general manner, and there was· 
much more that might have been described of an ex
tremely interesting nature if time had permitted. F or
those who cared to study the subject further, the anthur 
'would refer them to the works on the subject mentioned 
in the appendix hereto, and at the same t ime desired to 
gratefully acknowledge his indebtedness to those sources. 
for much of the information given herein. The appendix 
also -contained a list of the electrical clock instal'lations 
rLmning in Sydney so far as the author had been able to
obtain -the informati.on. 

APPE DIX. 

"ELECTiu OLOC ."-F. Hope-Jones, M.I.RE., Member Briti h. 
Horological In titute, published by Geo, Tucker, alisbury 
Oourt, Fleet treet, London, RO. 

" J OUR AL OF THE I STITUTE OF ELECTRICAL E GINEERS."-
01. 29, pp. 119,1900. 

"MODERN ELECTRIC TIME SERVICE," by F. Hope-Jones, member, 
read before the Institute of Electrical Engineers, London, 
February 17, 1910. 

"PREO IO TIME-KEEPI G," by W. H. hortt, A. 1. l ust., O.E.,. 
read before British Horological Inst., January 16, 1912. 
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LIST OF ELECTRIC OLO K Y TE AT PRE ENT IN OPERATIO 

I ' YDNEY. 

Establ isbment. Master Clock. 
Turret O"a llJ- Location 0' Dials, 
D ' I ary &c. 180 s Dia ls. -

Crau-Wagner SystOl1\ 
Tramway Office, Weight driven ... 86 Circular Quay, F ort 
cornerot Elizabeth electric wound Ma.cquarie, Traffic 
and Hunter ~treets Superint'd't'a Office 

en tral Rail way Weight driven ... 18 On Rai lway P lat-
tatioo hand wound forms. 

U l ti mo P o we r .. . .. 8 At Ultimo Power 
House Houtie and later on 

at White Bay .Power 
House. 

Saunders' J ewell era " 
3 6 On prem Ises. 

hop 
Brace Bros. Stor e, " 

4 16 
" Glebe 

Farmer & Compy., .. .. . 46 " Market Street 

'4urday's System Murday-Hipp 6 ... E lectrically driven 
H arbour 'frust Electric Regu- Turret tJlocks at 

Offices lator. Ferry Wha rf Circu-
lar Quay. Synchron-
ised from Electrical 
Regulator in Har-

bour Trust Office. 
P ublic Works Dep. 'I 

... 6 On p remises, also 
controls progmmme 
of electric b~lls at 
fixed hours. Special 
programme on Sat-
urday and silent on 

, Sunda.y. 
T ooth's New Brew- " 

.. . 6 On premises. 
ery 

P roud's Jewellery " 
... 3 .. 

Shop 
T . A. Edison , Ltd. , .. . 2 

" Hotel ydney .. . 9 " 
Syno~ronol1\e System Synohronome 

-General P ost Office Elec.Regulator ... 16 " Registrar Gen'r'l's " 
.. . 23 " Department 

A.M.P. Society .. .. . .16 
" AnthonyH ordem's 

" 
... 50 .. 

Store 
Tooth's Old Braw- " ... 7 .. 

. ery 
Orchard's J ewel- » 2 5 " lery Store. 
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